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SPECIAL SHOP TO LET R6,500 PM NO VAT

Wonderful opportunity for maximum visibility in high volume venue at a mini rental.
Available from beginning of June this is a brilliant venue for a wide range of products.
Curtaining, office furniture, glassware, kitchenware. Just about anything you can think of.
Busy venue visited by many company CEOs. A place for your company to be proud of.

Contact Mike mike@platinumglobql.co.za 082 881 4711

SHORTAGE OF GOOD ACCOMMODATI0N – AN OPPORTUNITY
Have you looked for a nice property to rent lately? Well if you have, I would be very
happy to hear about your experiences. From what I can see there are very few
quality residential places to let. Even if you are prepared to pay over the odds to
rent something neater, newer, or nearer to work, you are going to be disappointed.
Apart from Langenhoven Park and a few areas in the north there has been very little
development taking place around the city. Even fewer of these areas have allowed
for the development of flats or apartments, so the new supply is very limited
compared to the current demand. Any middle of the road potential tenant will find
it near impossible to find an affordable luxury apartment to rent – at any price.
It is quite surprising because the cost of ground is high and putting three times the
units on a site, reduces this cost per unit by 2/3rds. Servicing an area of flats is going
to be less than servicing an area of single storey units. With relatively large flat sites
compared to individual stands the services are simpler, but the roads are far fewer
and cheaper to construct in total. It is disappointing that developers have not taken
these new dynamics on board and are still developing small sites that cannot
accommodate more than 25 units while the need is for 100 plus sites to provide
room for large multi-unit developments – even if they have to be developed in stages
by the same or multiple building developers. Phased building is popular for larger
schemes, and nobody says that each phase has to be built sequentially or even by
the same builder. Nor does it say that every phase must look the same, use the same
building materials or even have the same type or style of properly. Providing it is
done in advance of selling units, a scheme can have different builders, different types
of buildings, using different building materials and design. That way multiple
developers can get together and design a single scheme but develop independently.
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LEAVING FOR GREENER
PASTURES.
It is an unfortunate fact of life
that there is currently a
tendency for highly skilled
young people to move out of
the
country.
Doctors,
Accountants, and Engineers are
definitely on the move. The
current state of the economy is
doing nothing to help but
BBEEE is a major cause, where
these skills are having to
complete unfairly in the
market.
And these are skills that we
need to recreate the economy.
Management and professional
skills are in short supply and
the economy will not come
right until such time the right
people with the right skills are
employed to fix the problem.
Business is far from easy and if
you put the wrong people in
charge, you are not going to get
the results that you want.
For those that are left behind is
just means that they are going
to
become
ever
more
expensive to employ.

NO RUSH BACK TO THE OFFICE

Talk Shop
by

Platinum Global

IS THE MARKET BUILDING TOO
EXPENSIVE PROPERTIES?
Just look around Bloemfontein and you
will see lots going on in the
development world, but nearly all of it
is in the upper end of the market. Look
around in the northern suburbs,
Langenhoven Park, even on the small
holding. 90% of what is being built is
over R1.5 million, certainly not for the
man in the street and is the price of a
very substantial house in many
respectable suburbs in the city.
While we all understand the cost of
ground and services are expensive
there is a real need for higher density
less expensive properties for the mass
market. Vista Park is a prime example
of small sites (400 sq m) selling for
excellent prices on which modern
properties are being built About 20% of
them are 300 sq m double storey
properties. Interestingly most of them
do not have gardens at all but are
paved wall to wall. What is needed are
more
moderate
homes,
flats,
townhouses for the bigger market.
There is a big opportunity for
developers in this market.

While there are a few owners of
Stitle units wanting to have face to
face meetings, online meetings
have become the norm. It is just
another indication that the
demand for office space is not
likely to grow soon. We can see in
the market that there are large
numbers of vacant and under
utilized offices across the city. The
demand is simply not there.
What can be done with these
offices to create an income. Firstly
we should remember that many of
them are simply converted houses,
so a possible solution is to return
them to their original use as a
single home or to split them into a
number of smaller apartments.
The market for such units is good
now and it is a realistic option,
providing that the bathroom
facilities are there or can be easily
put in. The same can be said for
small offices, especially in
Westdene as most house sized
units are too large for smaller
businesses.
Something needs to be done
because landlords cannot continue
to suffer from these properties
standing vacant.

ARE WE DESIGNING
RIGHT?
The one thing we can learn from
History is that times change.
When I started in the property
we
still
used
industry,
typewriters and there were no
fax machines or computers!
But do our current designs take a
realistic future into account. In
the past we included too little
parking because everyone used
public transport – will that be the
same in 10 years’ time? What
about electric cars – who is
providing charging points in their
design? Or is it more realistic to
allow for Hydrogen powered
cars? Myself I think the later as
not even the first world countries
can produce that amount of
electricity – Eskom wont cope. In
parts of the country, buses are
definitely an option for many if
not here.
But think home
schooling, work from home and
you could find that there is less of
a demand for cars. And less of a
demand for parking or will the
cost of parking be a luxury that
you will have to pay the earth
for? Adding storage rooms to
your design would make a new
scheme attractive to buyers and
tenants. Currently I see lots of
bikes in lounges and on stoeps.
What about adding facilities to
your new schemes, a gym for
example, squash court, pool.
Clubhouse? Large schemes could
provide a creche or milk and
bread shop. Makes you think!

Platinum Global – Available for Larger Body Corporate Management.

Platinum Global is well known for its exceptionally high standard of body corporate management. It is also
known for its all inclusive management fee, so that you can budget easily and not be worried by unexpected
management fees. There are very few possible extra charges and these are only charged in exceptional
circumstances.
The biggest obstacle assisting smaller schemes is simply the number of body corporate meetings that need
to be handled, three to four for each building. The company specialises in large body corporates from 50
units and higher. They currently handle many that are over 100 units with the largest being nearly 700 units.
Frequently they take on schemes that have financial and or management challenges and have turned these
buildings around. The are a proactive company rather than a reactive one. What is the difference? Reactive
managers do what they are told, proactive carry on doing the day to day work without constant reference
to the Trustees. By having a close relationship with the Trustees and Owners, they can take responsibility
for the day to day running of their scheme. They provide comprehensive but easy read monthly accounts.
Sounds like what you are looking for then contact Mike at mike@platinumglobal.co.za 082 881 4711

80 UNIT RIGHT OF EXTENSION
HILTON WORKSHOP R1,942,000
Existing sectional title scheme. Ready to build popular Practical well maintained workshop for distribution or
letting and sales area.
workshop. Plenty offices, great buy. Early occupation.
Contact MIKE SPENCER 082 881 4711
Contact LESTER 084 693 0980 - GETRUDE 08 590 3235

EAST END RENTAL WAREHOUSE
1290 sq m warehouse in excellent condition, 1200 sq m
yard. 10 carports, 4 offices and boardroom. Just
purrfect for your business. Would suit wide range of
tenants. Easy parking for clients, parking for staff. Easy
access yard for quick deliveries. Call for this & more,
Contact LESTER 084 693 0980 - GETRUDE 08 590 3235

DOCTORS/DENTIST/CHIRO/OPTOMOTRIST ROOMS
Why rent when you can buy? This is an opportunity not
to be missed. Ideal set up for medical practice rooms.
Buy as a group and save on rental. Lots of space for client
parking. Opposite to new shopping centre. Strong
building with massive rooms. Easily subdivided.
Contact LESTER 084 693 0980 - GETRUDE 08 590 3235

CITY CENTRE – OWN YOUR OWN

WESTDENE OFFICES FOR SALE R2,500,000 (VAT)
Double office set up. Each 2 offices plus store plus
kitchen and 5 parking bays. Well situated in busy street.
Great for own use plus tenant. We have a variety of
commercial and industrial properties 4 sale and 2 let. If
we know what you need we will find it for you.
Contact LESTER 084 693 0980 - GETRUDE 08 590 3235

Strong building with workshop and 16 offices plus shops.
Giveaway price for the right person. Ideal for conversion to
student accommodation or running own business. Workshop
owner would have income from letting offices. Exceptional
value for money at this price. Short term leases.

Contact LESTER 084 693 0980 - GETRUDE 08 590 3235

